
1. What L the sum of the distinct prime fwtors of 121 

2. Find the number- of degrees in a + b. 2. -- 

3. What is the mean of 38, 4c = 5 ,  and 2 x -  19 3. ,-. 

4. The first five t e r m  of as arithetie sequence are 25, 22, 19, 4. 
16, 13. What is the 3gth tern? 

5.  A bag of marblm 1 1 ~  6 "stseliea," 4 "cat-ern," ancl 
2 "skooters" in it, all of qua1  size. What is the pxobaility, 
exprwecl as a common fraction, that one marble chma ~t 
random from the bag is a "categrzn? 

6. All angles that look like right angles in the diagr~lam are 
indeed right angles. If AB = 5 and BC = 4, find the number 
of units in the perimeter sf this polygon. 

7. Find the number of square units in the shaded region, where 7. 
each polygon shown is a square. 

8. How many degrees are in the measure of the smaller angle 
formed by the hour and minute hands of a clock when the 
time is 7p.m.? 

9. In an isosceles triangle, one of the angles opposite an equal 9. 
side is 40'. How many degrees are in the measure of the 
triangle's largest angle? 
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10. If the f i s t  day of February is a 'hexlay, on wh&t day does 
the 28th sf February fall in the same year? 

11. F i ~ d  the number of cubic unit8 in the union of the two right 
pfimm shawn* 

12. The houses on the East side of E h  Street are consecutive 
odd numbers. Find the sum of the hotme numbers which are 
a ~ t l y  from number 15. 

13, The sum of the reciprocals of two consecutive Ifitqam is &. 
Find the sum of the integers. 

14, Find the number -of units in the unlabeled side of this right 
tri~agIe. 

15. Find the largest odd natural number that is a factor of 5!. 

16. Find the value of Q of + of % of 84. 

17. Find the mean of the prime numbers in this set: 
(15, 17, 19, 20, 21). 

18. Simplify 7700 t 0.007 and express your answer in scientific 
notation. 

19. The area of a 6" x 6" square is decreased by 11 in2 to form 
a smaller square. How many inches are in the perimeter of 
the new square? 

20. How many palindrome numbers are there between 10 
and 100 ? 



23. Apples are priced at 5 apples for $1.49 or 8 &@pi- for $2.41. 23. - 

H s w  mmy dolla~s, to the nearest cent, dots it cast to buy 
40 apples at the better price? 

21. Evaluate '7O + 7l + 72. 21. - .- 
I 

- 
24. Find the number of units in the interior diagonal AD for t.he 24. 

rectangular prism. 

22. Exprcss as R common f r ~ ~ t i o n  the prolmbility tha.1, ;I 22. - _ - 

conlf~osif~c! ni11n11(?1. will I n !  rollcd when rl, st:~ncl:\,l.(l t l  ic is 

t e d .  

25. How many square units are in the area of a wmicircle with 25. 
radius 2 inches? Express in term8 of ~ r .  

L 

26. Consider a five-hour clock that has an hour hand only. If 26. I 
the hour hand currently points to '+I," to what number will 
the hour hand point in 48 hours? 

27. Lightning strikes a point 2 miles away and you hear thunder 27. 
15 seconds later. Sixty seconds after seeing a second bolt of 
lightning, you hear the thunder. How many miles away did 
the second lightning bolt strike? 

28. Last year, Laura rotated the tires on her car so that all 5, 28. 
including the spare, received equal wear. Laura drove 20,000 
miles last year. How many miles of wear did she put on each 
tire during the year? 

29. When Susan took her first job as a biologist, she received a 29. 
salary of $28,000 and was promised a raise of at least $1,400 
after each year of service. What is the maximum number of 
years it could take for her salary to reach $35,000? 

i 
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30. What is the smallest tialite of x for which lz l  5 6? 30. - 

-I 
31. One serving of Cri~pj .  Crust cereal with rnilk coritains 10% of 31. 

the USI<.BA (Recommended D&y Allowance) of protein. If 
a serving of Crispy Crust with mSk co%a+Ss log cd protein, 
how many gram8 are in the USWf)A? 

32, If h ABC is a st;raight anglc, givc t,lic number of dcgrcm in 32. ---- 

the rrre~wurc of L ABD. 

33. If a 6' person casts a 3' shadow at the &&me time a tree caats 33. 
a 20' shadow, then how many feet %dl is the tree? 

34. What whole number would you hgve to add to 56 to find 34. 
the number of square units in the we, of the shaded region 
formed by removing a square and a rectangle from the largest 
rectangle? 

35. After four Algebra tests Stephanie had a mean of 90. After 35. 
5 tests she had a mean of 91. What did she score on the 
fifth test? 

36. Nan can mow of her lawn in an hour. Reagan can mow 8 36. 
of the same lawn in an hour. If they have two mowers and 
work together what fractional part of the lawn can they mow 
in an hour? 

I 37. Express 4 . 33 as a power of 3. 37. 

38. How many diagonals can be drawn in the quadrilateral 38. 
DIAM ? 

A 
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39. Find the value of (s + g )  if $(a7 + y) = 448, 39. 

48. Given gift rectangles witli dimensions as shown, give khc 40. , -- 

letter of the box that 1 1 ~  a; number of square units of area. 
Y 2 

41. How many ways could 3 different students be selected for 41. 
president, vice-president and tresursr of a club if each 
student holds exactly one oillee? 

(b) - -- 42. Find f (2) if f (+) = -. Ezpr" the answer a~ a comm~a 42. - - 
fract isa. 

43. The frequency distribution shows the number of (233's that 43. 
students in a math c lm listened to in their leisure time lagt 
week. Find the mode of the data. 

X 
X X X  

x x x x  x x x x x  x 
, I 1 , 1 1 1 I ,  

0  2  4 6 8 1 0 1 2  

44. If fence posts are to be placed in a row 8 feet; apart with a 44. 
post at each end, how many posts are needed for a 60' stretch 
of fence? 

45. A motorist who drives through the same intersection each 45. 
day observes that a traffic light shows red as often as 
green, but shows yellow only one-sixth as often as it shows 
red and one-sixth as often as it shows green. Based on 
these observations, what is the probability that a motorist 
approaching the traffic light encounters a yellow light? 
Express your answer as a common fraction. 

46. For what value of n does 0.0000017 = 1.7 x lo7'? 4G. I 
47. A meter in a parking lot requires a quarter for each 47. 

20 minutes of parking. Your older sister drives lo Ihc lo1 
and parks at 2:30p.m. She has a meeting that will last until 
4:lOp.m. that same afternoon. How many quarters should 
she deposit in the meter? 

i- - 
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49. How m y  different thrwletter monograms can be formed 49. 
l i s i~g  the l&€en A, E, I, 0, md U if each letter can be used 
mare then once? 

I 

50, P ~ d l e l o g r a m  ABCD has vertices A(0, 0), R(2,i ), C(3, I),  50.  
S t a g  the ordered pair which loc&6a veite'x D. 

51. Whi% is the ilumber of square ufiits in the afea sf t h i ~  51.  
rmtagle  if the radius of each circle is 5 units a d  the circle 
are tangent to each other and the rmta~gle m shown? 

52. When 5 gdlsas of gm are placed in a cw's f ~ e l  tank, the 
tank mmm from f l  full to g7 full. How rnqy gdfofis does the 
tank hold? 

1 53. Compute: 41(9) + 41(31)  

T 54. How many whole numbers are between f i  and I/%? 

I 55. Find the value of x to make (x, 3 )  a solution of 2x + 5y = 21. 

56. Hew many natural numbers n will make a natural number? 

67. What is the percent increase if David's salary is raised from 
$1,200 per month to  $1,500 per month? 

58. 53 + 53 + 53 + 53 + 53 = 5". Find x. 

59. If a A b = ( ~ b ) ~ ,  find 5 A 2. Express the answer as a whole 
number. 

I 60.  How many axes of symmetry does a rectangle have given 
that it is not a square? 
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